We describe the development of Analytic Perturbation Theory (APT) in QCD, called Fractional APT (FAPT), which has been suggested to apply the renormalization group evolution and QCD factorization technique in the framework of APT.
Basics of APT in QCD
In the standard QCD Perturbation Theory (PT) we have:
the Renormalization Group (RG) equation da s (L)/dL = −a different effective couplings in Minkowskian (Radyushkin [1] , and Krasnikov and Pivovarov [2] ) and Euclidean (Shirkov and Solovtsov [3] ) regions;
APT is based on the RG and causality that guaranties standard perturbative UV asymptotics and spectral properties; in Euclidean domain, −q 2 = Q 2 , L = ln Q 2 /Λ 2 , APT generates the following set of images for the effective coupling and its n-th powers, {A n (L)} n∈N ;
in Minkowskian domain, q 2 = s, L s = ln s/Λ 2 , APT generates another set of images for the effective coupling and its n-th powers, {A n (L s )} n∈N ;
PT power series By the analytization in APT for an observable f (Q 2 ) we mean the "Källen-Lehman" representation
with the spectral density ρ f (σ) = Im f (−σ) /π. Then in the one-loop approximation (note pole remover (e L − 1)
whereas analytic images of the higher powers (n ≥ 2, n ∈ N) are:
2 Problems of APT and their resolution in FAPT
In the standard QCD PT we have not only power series
the factorization procedure in QCD gives rise to the appearance of logarithmic factors of the type:
the RG evolution generates evolution factors of the type:
, which reduce in the one-loop approximation to Z ∼ a That means we need to think how to obtain analytization of new functions:
. . . Let us first do it for the one-loop APT. Here we have a very nice recursive relation (2) . We will use it to construct analytic images of fractional powers of QCD effective coupling in the Euclidean (FAPT) and Minkowskian (MFAPT) domains. Consider the Laplace transform
which is well defined for all L > 0. Then
Moreover, we can define for all ν ∈ R 
The only things one needs to know areÃ 1 (t) andÃ 1 (t). Eqs. (2) and (3) produce the answer:
This allows us to obtain explicit expressions
2 ) using Eq. (8):
Here F (z, ν) is reduced Lerch transcendental function. It is an analytic function in ν. Interesting to note that A ν (L) appears to be an entire function in ν, whereas A ν (L) is determined completely in terms of elementary functions. These expressions can be analytically continued to negative values of L, though in derivation we assume L > 0. Let us discuss the main properties of
These couplings have the following properties:
The convergence of this expansion is very fast. We display graphics of A ν (L) and A ν (L) in Fig. 1 : one can see here a kind of distorting mirror on both panels. Next, in Fig. 2 we show graphics for ν = 2, 3, 4, 5. Here we can trace the partial values
as functions of ν at fixed values of L can be found in our last papers [5] . We compare the basic ingredients of (M)FAPT in Table 1 with their counterparts in conventional PT and APT. 
The two-loop equation for the normalized coupling
RG solution of this equation assumes the following form:
We can expand a (2) (L) in terms of a (1) (L) = 1/L with inclusion of terms O(a
Analytic version of this expansion is
ν=3 + . . . . In order to show all curves on the same panel we scale different curves by factors 5 ν−2 . In Fig. 3 we demonstrate nice convergence of this expansion using relative errors of the 2-and 3-term approximations:
We see that relative accuracy of the 3-term approximation in FAPT (see the left panel of Fig.  3 ) is better than 2% for L ≥ −2. In the same time, the right panel of Fig. 3 demonstrates that relative accuracy of the same 3-term approximation in standard PT even at L ≈ 1 is much higher -about 10%, whereas in FAPT it is smaller than 1%! We can also obtain the corresponding expansion for the two-loop coupling with index ν:
and display comparison of different results for A In Minkowskian region convergence of MFAPT expansion for the two-loop coupling
is also nice, but in the vicinity of the point L = 0 (Landau pole in the standard PT) it is not so fast, so that we need to take into account O(c 5 1 )-terms in order to reach 5% level of accuracy, for more details look in [5] .
Electromagnetic pion form factor at NLO
Scaled hard-scattering amplitude truncated at the next-to-leading order (NLO) and evaluated at renormalization scale µ
with shorthand notation (
H (x, y) 2 3 + ln (xȳ) ln
The leading twist-2 pion distribution amplitude (DA) [11] at normalization scale µ 2 F is given by [12] 
All nonperturbative information is encapsulated in Gegenbauer coefficients a n (µ 2 F ). To obtain factorized part of pion form factor (FF) one needs to convolute the pion DA with the hard-scattering amplitude:
In order to obtain the analytic expression for the pion FF at NLO in [13, 14] the so-called "Naive Analytization" has been suggested. It uses analytic image only for coupling itself, A
1 , but not for its powers. In contrast and in full accord with the APT ideology the receipt of "Maximal Analytization" has been proposed recently in [15] . The corresponding expressions for the analytized hard amplitudes read as follows: [16] (diamonds) and [17] , [18] (triangles).
In Fig. 5 we show the predictions for the factorized pion FF in the "Naive" and in the "Maximal Analytization" approaches. We see that in the "Maximal Analytization" approach the obtained results are practically insensitive to the renormalization scheme and scalesetting choice (already at the NLO level).
We show also the graphics for the whole pion FF, obtained in APT with the "Maximally Analytic" procedure using the Ward identity to match the non-factorized and factorized parts of the pion FF, see the right panel of Fig. 5 . The green strip in this figure contains both nonperturbative uncertainties from nonlocal QCD sum rules [19, 20, 21] and renormalization scheme and scale ambiguities at the level of the NLO accuracy.
It is interesting to note here that FAPT approach, used in [22] for analytization of the ln(Q 2 /µ 2 F )-terms in the hard amplitude (14) , diminishes also the dependence on the factorization scale setting in the interval µ 2 F = 1 − 10 GeV 2 .
Concluding Remarks
We conclude with the following resume:
x The implementation of the analyticity concept (the dispersion relations) from the level of the coupling and its powers to the level of QCD amplitudes as a whole generates extension of the APT to (M)FAPT ; y We formulate the rules how to apply (M)FAPT at the two-and three-loop levels; z We show that convergence of the perturbative expansion is significantly improved when using non-power ( M)FAPT expansion; { As an additional advantage we obtain the minimal sensitivity to both the renormalization and factorization scale setting, revealed on the example of the pion electromagnetic form factor.
